VARIOUS PHOTOGRAPHS

VARSITY HEMET gave Kentfield an accurate match against a hard-hitting team last Saturday. Kentfield was the match, playing in the number five spot for the Blues.

Pad Natmen Have 2-1 Week
by Dan O'Toole

Last week, the State bleeds
and the team moved its record to 5-2 with wins over Utica and Central Connecticut, and a loss to New Paltz. Interpreting the success of Central Connecticut, the team lost to 6-2,-tone, dropping first set with their match by the score of 4-6, 6-4. The score was set by the netmen's first set and stilt loss of the final set.

Bob Dobrus

In net action during the past week, the State had a record of 3-2. The State won over his opponent 6-3, 6-2. The State took the last two sets, 6-0, 6-0. The netmen's second win was over Utica, 6-2, 6-1, 6-1. The State also won over New Paltz, 6-2, 6-1.

In doubles action, the State's second win was over Utica, 6-2, 6-1. The State took the last two sets, 6-0, 6-0. The netmen's second win was over New Paltz, 6-2, 6-1. The State also won over New Paltz, 6-2, 6-1.

The State's second win was over New Paltz, 6-2, 6-1. The State took the last two sets, 6-0, 6-0. The netmen's second win was over New Paltz, 6-2, 6-1. The State also won over New Paltz, 6-2, 6-1.

The State's second win was over New Paltz, 6-2, 6-1. The State took the last two sets, 6-0, 6-0. The netmen's second win was over New Paltz, 6-2, 6-1. The State also won over New Paltz, 6-2, 6-1.

The State's second win was over New Paltz, 6-2, 6-1. The State took the last two sets, 6-0, 6-0. The netmen's second win was over New Paltz, 6-2, 6-1. The State also won over New Paltz, 6-2, 6-1.

The State's second win was over New Paltz, 6-2, 6-1. The State took the last two sets, 6-0, 6-0. The netmen's second win was over New Paltz, 6-2, 6-1. The State also won over New Paltz, 6-2, 6-1.

The State's second win was over New Paltz, 6-2, 6-1. The State took the last two sets, 6-0, 6-0. The netmen's second win was over New Paltz, 6-2, 6-1. The State also won over New Paltz, 6-2, 6-1.

The State's second win was over New Paltz, 6-2, 6-1. The State took the last two sets, 6-0, 6-0. The netmen's second win was over New Paltz, 6-2, 6-1. The State also won over New Paltz, 6-2, 6-1.

The State's second win was over New Paltz, 6-2, 6-1. The State took the last two sets, 6-0, 6-0. The netmen's second win was over New Paltz, 6-2, 6-1. The State also won over New Paltz, 6-2, 6-1.

The State's second win was over New Paltz, 6-2, 6-1. The State took the last two sets, 6-0, 6-0. The netmen's second win was over New Paltz, 6-2, 6-1. The State also won over New Paltz, 6-2, 6-1.

The State's second win was over New Paltz, 6-2, 6-1. The State took the last two sets, 6-0, 6-0. The netmen's second win was over New Paltz, 6-2, 6-1. The State also won over New Paltz, 6-2, 6-1.
University to Begin Work On New Orientation Program

A new orientation program for incoming freshmen is being arranged for this fall under the sponsorship of the Office of Student Activities and the Student Affairs Committee. The program will be held in the Student Union on August 27.

The program will include a number of activities designed to help freshmen become acquainted with the University and its facilities. There will be a presentation by the President of the University, Dr. John O. Bowers, and a welcome address by the Dean of Students, Dr. Robert Peterkin.

The program will also feature a tour of the campus, a meeting with faculty members, and a session on student services. There will be a opportunity for freshmen to ask questions and receive information about the various resources available at the University.

The purpose of the program is to provide a smooth transition for incoming freshmen and to help them become familiar with the University and its resources.

Graduation Gifts

TAKING HOME A MEMENTO

Professors and students at the University are immersed in a flurry of activity as they prepare for the annual graduation ceremony. The atmosphere is one of excitement and anticipation as the Class of 2020 prepares to receive their degrees.

The graduation ceremony is a significant milestone for the students, marking the culmination of their academic journey. It is a time for reflection and celebration, as well as a farewell to the University and the beloved professors who have guided them.

The university administration and faculty are deeply committed to ensuring that each student feels recognized and valued on this special day. The president, the deans, and the department chairs all play a role in this process, and their efforts are appreciated by the students.

The preparations for the graduation ceremony are extensive, and the university staff works tirelessly to ensure that everything runs smoothly. The event is a testament to the hard work and dedication of everyone involved.

The graduation ceremony is a joyous occasion for the students, their families, and friends. It is a time for proud moments and cherished memories that will last a lifetime.

Alumni Student Bookstore

Draper Hall

State University Bookstore
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Open Your Lamberts Charge Account

No interest or carrying charge

COURTESY CARD

111 Central Avenue, Albany, N.Y.

Phone: 626-7616

NOTICES

There will be a meeting of the College of Arts and Sciences faculty on Monday, May 14, at 10:30 a.m. in the administrative offices. The meeting will be open to all faculty members who wish to attend.

The meeting will be held to discuss the current state of the college and to address any issues that need to be addressed. The faculty is encouraged to attend and to participate in the discussion.

The meeting will be divided into two parts. The first part will be devoted to the current state of the college, and the second part will be devoted to the discussion of any issues that need to be addressed.

The meeting is an important opportunity for the faculty to come together and to discuss the current state of the college and to address any issues that need to be addressed.

The faculty is encouraged to attend and to participate in the discussion.
Rivalry Revival

We are glad to see the revival of a fall orientation program for freshmen which is currently being formulated (see pg. 2). The degree of participation by this year's freshman class in student activities has shown the obvious need for such a program.

The Student Senate Conference, which has replaced Room Weekend as the initial orientation device for freshmen is a decided improvement over the old system. Yet some type of continuing activity, planned specifically for the needs of incoming freshmen is needed in the first few weeks of the fall.

Thus far the committee has rejected the idea of a return to Room Weekend— sophomore competitive basis. They hope to include the whole University. We would agree that some aspects of the old Rivalry were undesirable and should not be revived.

The idea of a class competition should not be completely rejected, however. There is an interest, incentive, and force generated by a competitive struggle that is hard to find when we are all still working together as one happy University community.

We hope that the committee in charge of this program will give serious thought to reviving those aspects of Rivalry which helped to foster class identity. Whatever they come up with, we urge the freshmen to use their enthusiasm to give it the enthusiasm it needs.

COMMUNICATIONS

Political Scientists Question

Validity of Column Facts

On the Whole

While it is true that our purpose is to present the situation as accurately as possible, we would like to point out that some of the facts presented in regard to the college and the surrounding community are based on personal opinion and would appear to be based on hearsay evidence.

Contrary to what is written, there is a lack of proof that the student body is involved in these political activities and we think it is unfair to spread these rumors without substantiation.

We believe that the pro-Bush elements were not involved in the planning of these events and that the comments made by some of the students have been exaggerated.

The Bush administration has not beenى shown as the cause of this political activity and we believe that the statements made by some of the students have been inaccurate.

We are only beginning to dig through the issues and are not yet able to present a definitive opinion on the matter.

NOMAS will be withheld on request, Communications should be limited to 300 words. All communications must be addressed to the editors and should be signed.

SU Revue to Present Musical Comedy 'Damn Yankees' Tonight, Tomorrow

THE CAST

(in order of appearance)

Joe Boyd — Richard Sidney
Margot Boyd — Patricia Pinson
Mr. Applegate — Skip Schreiber
Sister — Diane Serenole
Dusty — Pepe le Llaves
Joe Hardy — Ronald Spanney
Duke — Act Poliarc
Suckoch — Thomas Alc.Enum
Sunny — David Smiling
Linville — Tony Glenn
Yank — Scott Hart
Rocky — Edward Dale
Glory — Montserrat Foote
Walt — Howard Selkett
Luke — Wilco Bolling
Law — Allan Abrams
Walter — Jerry Oliver
Miss Pearl — Marlene Pancreet
Elder — John Foster
Comma — Alba Allen
Fauci — Jerry Oliver
Lunwerm and Baseball Fans

Key Manchester
Bill Manchester
Alba Aller
Marlene Pancreet
Carol Rosenbloom
Margaret Vendol
Judith Franklin
Catherine Dochett
Bernard Heen
Applegate's Acquaintances
Gail Maguff
Bobbie Fainston
Marie Kline
PRODUCTION STAFF

Financial Manager — Christi Baxter
House Manager — Gary Jean Gustin
Publicity — Skip Schreiber, Key Manchester
Mass Comm Programs

Skip Schreiber, Art Putnam, Maureen Pearson

THE CROWD

Take your courteous reporting on the fall orientation program for freshmen with a grain of salt. It is not the first time that the university has attempted to reintroduce a fall orientation program, and it is not the first time that it has been rejected.

A number of factors have contributed to this decision, including the lack of interest among the student body and the limited resources available for such an undertaking.

The university has attempted to revitalize the fall orientation program in recent years, but the efforts have been met with mixed results. The program has been criticized for being too formal and too focused on administrative details, and there have been complaints about the lack of opportunities for students to engage in meaningful activities.

Despite these challenges, the university remains committed to providing its students with a positive orientation experience. It is working on developing new and innovative approaches to meet the needs of its student body and ensure that the fall orientation program is successful.

Through a series of open meetings, the university continues to gather feedback from students, faculty, and staff in order to refine its approach to this important program. The university is committed to creating an orientation experience that is both informative and enjoyable for all students.
United States Intervention in Caribbean Not Justifiable

by William Green

A description of the intervention of the United States in the Caribbean is not justifiable. The current policies of the United States in the Caribbean are a result of the intervention of European powers in the region during the colonial era. The United States has maintained a policy of interventions in the Caribbean in order to protect its economic interests, which has led to the suppression of the Caribbean's political and social development. The United States' intervention in the Caribbean has resulted in the loss of independence and autonomy for the Caribbean countries, and has caused significant harm to the region's political, social, and economic stability. The United States' intervention in the Caribbean should be stopped in order to promote the region's sustainable and equitable development.
RPI D'Antoni Diamondmen 6-2; Peds Meet New Paltz in Finale

In their last away game of the season, State's diamondmen bowed to powerful RPI, 6-2, last Tuesday. The Engineers had too much power for the Peds as they took a 5-2 lead in the first inning, a single score in the fourth, and a big three runs in the seventh to ice the game. The Staters now sport a 4-9 slate, with one game remaining. The game, against New Paltz, will be played on University Field, tomorrow at 2:30 p.m.

The Peds scored a run in the second inning when Dick Kimball singled in Andy Christian. Kimball again drove in a run in the fourth inning, this time it was Dick Hoehne.

The Peds were said scoreless throughout the game as RPI's defense was too strong for Peds batters. The losing pitcher for State was Dave Zahn, Zahn hurled the entire game, giving up five hits, seven walks, two earned runs, and strike out six.

Scores of the teams for the season were Dick Kimball, 5 in 3 in the RPI game, who batted .268 for the season. Dick Osterliz, captain of the team, started slowly but held a hot bat near the end of the year to close out with 10 rbi's and a .310 batting average.

Andy Christian, also a slow starter, became a timely hitter near the end of the season, including a two home run game.

Don McGrory played steady ball all season long, and he had many fine days at bat, including a 4 for 5 afternoon.

The PAST BASEBALL SEASON is reflected in the face of Pedi pilot Bob Bulfinch. With only one game remaining, the States have a 4-9 slate and have had a poor season all around.

Frost Lose to Union; Face Cobleskill Tomorrow

The State frosh tennis team dropped a 6-3 match with Union College on their home courts last Wednesday, in a match shortened by rain. The Peds were beaten in four of the six singles matches and two of the three doubles matches. The only winners for Albany in the singles were Bill Schuler and Kevin Magin.

The two teams split two of the doubles contests, as rain began to fall. In the only match completed, Utica won, coming in the second doubles position.

Here is a summary of the matches:

1st singles—Dick Whaley (U) def. Tom Welanick (A) 6-4, 6-2, 6-4.
2nd singles—George Miller (U) def. Tom Welanick (A) 6-4, 6-2, 6-4.
3rd singles—Peders-Parney (A) def. Bill Welanick (A) 6-4, 6-1, 6-2.
4th singles—Jane Barr (U) def. John Morgan (A) 6-1, 6-1, 6-2.
5th singles—Bill Schuler (A) def. Larry Peckman (U) 6-4, 6-2.
6th singles—Bill Schuler (A) def. Louisiana (U) 6-2, 4-6, 6-2.

Utica finished with a 6-4, 6-2, 6-2 victory over the Peds to move closer to the Capital City championship.

KEN ZACHARIAS, number two Ped netman, easily drove in a run in the second frame, this time with one game remaining. The game, against New Paltz, will be played on University Field, tomorrow, at 2:30 p.m.

ROY'S IDEAL FOODS

143 Western Ave.

Assembled Sandwiches

Shop at Roy's

CAMP COUNSELORS

Camp Schack, Nessus, N.Y. on eight week overnight boys and girls camp.

Positions open for:

General Counselors (male and female) min. age 19
Waterfront Counselors (male) must have instructor, min. age 21
Tennis Counselor (male preferred)
Waterwilling Counselor (male)
Golf Counselor (male)

Contact: Louis or Paul Kooner, A bd. 438-3210

ASP ****

******* Sports

WAA Election News;

AMIA II Standings

F. Glassman won the Tuesday League Softball Championship by defeating Van Courtland, 15-3, in a three inning contest.

On Monday, May 17, the Women's Intercolligate Tennis Team traveled to Albany, where they scored wins, 5-2, to a powerful Holyoke team.

Winners for State were Karen Bock, Barbara Leder, and R. M. Liochman. They won.

On May 18 the Peds topped St. Rose, 6-2.

Overall for next year's WAA are Sue Embry, pres., and Cecile Goodrich, exec., and Kay Tscholak, treas.

Here are the AMIA II softball standings:

Peds House 4 1 2/1.5
The Club 3 3 1 2/1.5
KB 3 3 1 2/1.5
APA 3 3 1 2/1.5
Exterminators 3 3 1 2/1.5
Woodries 3 3 1 2/1.5
Centemers 2 4 5 1/2
Committers 2 4 5 1/2

The Peds Cop Tourney

As Boyus Fires 73

The State varsity linksmen represented Capital City champion in the annual tournament held at Saratoga Spa Course, Mike Hayou fired a sensational 73, just two strokes over the course record shared jointly by Arnold Palmer and Gary Player.

The team finished 14 strokes ahead of runner-up RPI. Competing for Albany were Hayou, Doug Morgan (fourth), Bob Wilkie (4th), and Gary Player. (9th).

The golfers moved to Utica in an away match with Utica the last Tuesday by the score of 5-3. The time before when the two teams met, State won, 7-2, at home.

In the more recent win, only Hayou and Kane scored wins on the individual level, as Utica captured four individual matches and one team match to win.

Hayou and Kane both tied 60 strokes over the course, the lowest score to date this year.

The golfers face one more remaining, a home contest with New Paltz tomorrow.